Thursday August 1, 2013

**Integrating cognitive principles to redesign a middle school math curriculum**
Jodi Davenport, Yvonne Kao, Steven Schneider
4:30 - 5:50pm, Learning and Education II, Room 6: Senatssaal, UL

**Inductive Use of Semantic Word-Families to Accelerate Vocabulary Development and Reading Comprehension in Grades 3-4-5**
Michael Vitale, Nancy Romance
12:10 - 2:30pm, Poster Session I, Maritim proArte Hotel Berlin [Friedrichstraße 151]

**Classroom activities and off-task behavior in elementary school children**
Karrie Godwin, Ma. V. Almeda, Megan Petroccia, Ryan Baker, Anna Fisher
12:10 - 2:30pm, Poster Session I, Maritim proArte Hotel Berlin [Friedrichstraße 151]

Friday August 2, 2013

**Analyzing students' metacognitive strategies in open-ended learning environments**
Gautam Biswas, John Kinnebrew, James Segedy
2:30 - 3:50pm, Learning and Education III, Room 6: Senatssaal, UL